SUMMER CAMPS

STILL LIFE DRAWING WORKSHOP WITH PIPER BANGS

June 6–10, 9am–12pm
Teens learn classical techniques for toned paper charcoal drawing.
> Ages 13-18; $120

YOUTH CODE JAM micro:bits

June 13–17, 1–4pm
Build something cool with a tiny computer!
> Ages 10–14; $280

ART AND MUSIC SUMMER CAMP WITH AM PROJECT

June 21–24, 9am-1pm
Music production, dance, art workshop, guest speakers, and more!
> Ages 9–17; $280

PHOTOGRAPHY SUMMER CAMP (DETRÁS DEL LENTE) WITH FRANCISCO CORTES

July 11–15, 9am-12pm
Light painting, street photography, leaf printing and cyanotypes.
> Ages 9-17; $275

MORE INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION ARTPACE.ORG